We introduce a WebDAV-based Hypertext Annotation and Trail System (HATS). HATS provides annotation editing, deleting, searching, and sharing using server side WebDAV capabilities. It supports hyper-trail storage and examination. The paper describes the HATS architecture and WebDAV annotation schema. We compare HATS with existing web annotation systems, and discuss the advantages of using WebDAV as an annotation server.
INTRODUCTION
Most of us have had the following experience: we visit a web page, find it useful in some way, but when we try to revisit the web page later, we can't remember where it is or how we got there. We try to find the site by looking at our bookmarks, using search engines, or closing our eyes and simply thinking about it, but finally we give up. This is too common for people who are flooded with information. Web annotation systems that have annotation storage and search functionality are useful in this situation.
Many annotation systems store their data on the local machine [1] . This makes it hard to share annotations or, if you are using different computers, the annotations cannot be accessed on both machines. Other annotation systems [8, 10] use their own customized annotation server. Developing an annotation server with proprietary authentication and storage systems is expensive. Even when the interface to the server is public, the small installed base of a single system does not encourage external development of clients. Also, annotation systems rarely track the hyper-trails to an annotated web page.
To address these problems, we developed the WebDAV-based Hypertext Annotation and Trail System (HATS). It has annotation storage, search, and viewing functionality, supported on the server side by WebDAV. HATS also supports hyper-trail storage and viewing. To ensure convenience for the user, we implemented the first HATS client as a Mozilla plug-in. Using HATS, users can add an annotation to a web page as easily as they add a new bookmark.
HATS' most important contribution is the use of WebDAV, a standard protocol. This reduces the cost of system development and increases interoperability -a WebDAV-enabled client can access annotation information. In addition, since WebDAV is an XML-based protocol, we will have developed a reusable XML schema to describe our annotation system. The addition of hypertrail information allows us to perform data mining operations that would be impossible otherwise.
WEBDAV
WebDAV is a suite of protocol extensions to HTTP/1.1 that supports collaborative authoring and namespace management of resources, setting and retrieving of metadata properties, access control, and resource versioning on remote web servers [2] . The suite includes the DeltaV (versioning) [3] , DASL (searching) [4] , and the WebDAV core (authoring) [2] protocols.
The WebDAV core protocol [3] enables users to create, modify, and delete resources or collections on a WebDAV server. It also provides metadata management using PROPFIND and PROPPATCH messages. DASL provides property and content search capability. HATS represents each annotated URL as a resource; annotations are stored as properties of this resource. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. 
HATS
HATS uses Catacomb, an open source WebDAV / DASL / DeltaV server [5] to store and search annotation information. The HATS UI (a WebDAV client) is implemented as a Mozilla plugin, creating a HATS sidebar within Mozilla. While the user browses, the HATS sidebar automatically displays any annotations attached to the current web page, and allows the user to add new ones. Annotations can only be attached to the entire web page and are only viewable in the sidebar. Figure 1 shows an example sidebar with annotations; clicking on the footprint icon under the annotation displays the author's trail to the annotated web page.
HATS and WebDAV
Each webpage is represented as a resource in the HATS server using a signature derived from the URL. Each resource has WebDAV properties to store the page title, annotations, access date, hyper-trail, and access control information, as described in Table 1 . If a user visits a web page, the HATS plug-in gets a signature of the URL, and sends a PROPFIND request to a HATS server. If there are annotations, the server returns the web page's annotation properties.
HATS supports annotation search functionality using the DASL basic search query [4] , allowing the user to find all annotated pages, including those annotated by other users.
WebDAV increases the accessibility of annotations. For example, any WebDAV aware client can read and write the annotations. This lowers the annotation system development cost, since we can easily reuse any WebDAV server for the annotation system.
Hyper-Trail
HATS stores and shows hyper-trails, helping the user to remember the path taken to a web page. To store hyper-trail information, the HATS sidebar must remain open while the user is browsing. When the user moves from one page to another, HATS records the trail information. HATS stores onedimensional hyper-trail information. If user goes back using the back button, HATS removes one stop on the current trail from its storage. If user types a new URL in the browser address box, HATS empties its hyper-trail storage, since the new URL is not a result of following a link of a previous page.
Privacy and Security
The privacy and security of HATS depends on the HTTP authentication mechanism. The server can open to the world at large, or it can be configured to require a username and password for individual or group privacy. WebDAV Access Control Lists (ACLs) allow more fine-grained access control to the HATS resources. For a more secure connection, HATS can use SSL.
RELATED WORK
When hypertext systems were first envisioned [6] , they included links, annotations, and trails. While the web currently only supports links in its infrastructure, there have been several projects that augmented web browsers with annotations and trails. ThirdVoice [7] was a commercial attempt to allow all users on the web to create and view annotations for any web page they visited; the company stored annotations on its private servers. Annotea [8] is an annotation system based on RDF that allows users to create local and shared annotations. CritSuite [9] allowed users viewing documents through their servers to create and view critiques. None of these tools tracked user paths through the web. TrailBlazer [10] is a more recent tool that keeps track of a user's path through the web, but does not allow annotations. Web4Groups [11] was a groupware project that included web page annotations, as well as forums, message boards, and other group interaction functionality.
CONCLUSIONS
We described HATS, a system to help users to find previously visited web pages and how they got there, using the standard WebDAV protocol. WebDAV reduces the cost of annotation system development and increases the accessibility of annotation information for WebDAV aware clients. HATS can be used for any resource that has a URL, including web pages, PDF files, multimedia files, and images. We believe such an annotation system is very helpful for keeping track of important resources in the deluge of available information.
